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Features of  Laser Dolphin  paravan camera
* High speed sub sea imaging and mapping system for operations over large areas

* Efficient paravan design for high speed operation in rough sea

* Active gated laser camera with capabilities to see through particles in the water to beyond the

normal visible range

* 3D laser radar mapper capable of real 3D measurement of sea bed and objects in this area,

global coordinate output

* Booth gated camera , ortho cameras and 3D mapper in same efficient paravan housing

Laser Dolphin is a new thinking in sub sea viewing and 3D mapping. The paravan camera is hanging in

a wire submerged and is balanced to move straight and smooth in speeds up to 6 knots at depths down

to 200-300 meter. At low speed it can control its attitude and rotate around its axis over 360 degree.

This makes it easy to move over large areas and scan them by the camera or Ladar unit. On the surface

there is a control unit with screens and  operators panel with DGPS interface.

LaserView gated sub sea camera use green pulsed light to penetrate through the visibility barrier of

particles and dirt in the water. The nano second pulses strobes the light in its flight and can create back

ground lightning without blocking of the particles in front of the area. Range is 2-5 times better than

other cameras.

GeoMapper is a laser radar unit also using green light to penetrate the water. The high speed system

measure the distance where it points and as we know the angles we can generate a 3D coordinate

system related to the Laser Dolphin unit.

INS inertial navigation unit calculate the heading of the Laser Dolphin so the coordinates are globally

orientated. Depth meter gives depth. Gyros gives attitudes

DGPS unit at surface defines the latitude and longitude and by a unique correction system the DGPS

antenna position is translated to the coordinate system of the Laser Dolphin unit down in the sea.

The outputs is a global coordinate system of what is scanned by the Ladar unit . The LaserView images

are also connected into the same geometry and have global coordinates.
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Laser Dolphin Paravan unit
This is the chassis of the system with the enclosure for the electro optical unit and electronics. During

tests we have found a solution which gives a very calm and good stability in movements when towed by

the boat hanging in a wire. The movement is balanced to be horizontal independent of speed.

For low speed we can have the attitude control improved by setting the rudder unit tilted in 1-2 ways to

compensate for water currents. We do also have a static rotation thruster making the system capable of

rotating around its own axis over 360 degree.

The enclosure is made in 50 mm thick water resistant aluminium and epoxy painted for best resistance

to wear. This design can handle over 300 meter in depth.

Windows are easy exchangeable in stain less steel flanges.

Typical weight is about 400 kg totally with laser radar included.

Movements are very stable but still we add a INS attitude gyro system. This measures the inclinations

and movements and can compensate the trajectory to be fully compensated. This do also include a

solution for geographical heading.

Sonar unit can be installed in the front part and it scanns the area in front of Laser Dolphin to help the

operator to control the movements. The scanned area is 90 degree and range is 150 meter front and

100 meter in depth related to the Laser Dolphin unit

Laser Dolphinin operation

Top  left  low speed in the Atlantic water

Top right

6 knots speed. The flat trajectory is visible

and the system operates with high stability

in the water. This is in the Baltic sea

Left image

In the workshop before tests.The large 2 axis

rudders gives a very good stability and no

oscillations when moved. By tilting the rudder

we can twist the system up to 45 degree and

still have an acceptable operation, The solid

design is about 400 kg in weight and vefry

robust



Active gated laser camera Laser-View
The active gated laser camera is unique in its characteristics in penetrating water beyond the barrier of

particle scattering. The laser gives green light with good transmission in water and is pulsed to less 10

nano sec long pulses. The irradiated field is about 45 degree in angle

The camera is an intensified camera with very exact control of the exposure time  ( nano sec level ). This

makes it possible to strobe and freeze the light in its flight . Then you can set a desired area where you

want to look and discriminate all other ranges away.

You can control the settings to what fits the water quality and application best. Operator can arrange a

front illumination of objects you want to see or a back ground illumination. This makes it possible to see

the viewed objects as a dark shadow on a white background. For navigation the last version admits the

best range.

The screen shows the image as a TV image in B/W. Operator can easily set at what distance to start to

view and where to stop. This is very easy and obvious.

Laser-View is a state of the art solution but not complex in its operation.

Gated sequence with zoom of image from long range in muddy water. Here the gated view removed the

dirt wall in front of the target area.

Right image shows the separate sub sea part of

the gated camera in a separate encapsulation.

The combination of Laser Dolphin chassis and  the

gated technology admits much faster sub  sea  over

large areas.



Geo-Mapper the 3D laser radar scanner
Geo-Mapper system is a function block inside the Laser Dolphin. The system is based on a scanning

laser distance meter using green light to get best penetration of sea water. The distance meters laser

beam is scanned in a single axis pattern and when the movement of Laser Dolphin is added it will

generate a matrix at se bottom. The distance meter is a high speed device using smart algorithms to see

longer than normal sighting depth.

Geo-Mapper system can generate up to 5000  independent 3D points per sec . Range is from 1 meter to

25 meter in distance. Accuracy is less 5 mm in close end and about 50 mm at far end. 2004 we expect to

have a solution for less 1 mm accuracy all

over the range

Ortho-cameras mounted in the scanner unit take a photo of scanned area and it is adjusted so each

laser measurement have a known pixel relation in the camera. This makes it possible to make real 3D

photos by mixing the 3D database with the pixel values of the camera unit.

Geo-Mapper and the Laser-View are calibrated  to the INS gyro system. This state of the art INS system

give attitude and movements of the platform and coordinates all measurements to be related correctly.

Geographical heading is measured.

3D outputs scanned with Geomapper system

Top left is a buoy scanner from a crane. THis is

about 3 meter in length and havde less 5 mm in

dimesion errors

Top right is a tube 400 mm in diameter about 1

meter over the bottom. Left is a hand on a desk



Applications and ideas about Laser Dolphin

* Maintenance and service of off shore sub sea installations

Laser Dolphin is a replacement for divers and traditional ROV in many applications. The operation

down to 300 meter in depth saves costly diver operations. Laser Dolphin opens the door for new thinking

and cost savings. Laser Dolphin can operate from a small surface vessel in rough sea and all what is

needed is a good 1 ton hoist preferable with stabilization and a  room for  the operators. The computer

control admits storage of information and a full control and documentations in ISO 9000 thinking.

Navigation in global coordinates makes all fat simpler. 3D and correlated images makes all much more

understandable

* Sub sea mapping of sea bottom.

The paravan design is very easy to use and admits a good speed in movement compared to traditional

ROV units. We have operated at speeds up to 6 knots. This makes it possible to cower large areas in  a

short time. The extended range in viewing makes it possible to operate at larger distances up over the

bottom and by this cower larger areas much faster.

The DGPS link between Geo coordinates and the sea bed 3D points are very easy to handle in surveying

softwares. The combined photo imaging and 3D datas makes the collected datas very detailed and well

linked together.

* Maintenance of cables and tubes at sea bottom

The solution is suitable for following cables and tubes at sea bottom for general maintenance and

control. Divers can be avoided and costs are saved. 3D scanning in combination with the camera info

gives good statistics and a complete data base. The good low speed control makes this as a support

tool for the divers when they act.

* Searching for lost details

When parts are dropped in the sea this can be tricky to find and salvage. In some accidents over water

like aircraft crash lots are spread out over large areas and needs to be find and picked up. The Laser

Dolphin is the ultimate tool to make a Geo photo map over the area and from this control the actions.

* Naval archeology on ship wrecks and buildings

Laser Dolphin is a very efficient tool in mapping wrecks and historical objects sub sea. The system can

make mosaics efficiently and fast with no divers in sea. This saves costs dramatically. The real 3D from

the scanner saves information fast. Numerous areas are destroyed  and it is urgently needed to save

the memorized to the future generations.

* Sub sea navigation

Laser Dolphin components can be integrated into sub marines and ROV vessels. This can give a real

3D navigation need and a real long range camera view what is the area of the vessel. This is military as

well as research and oil related sub sea applications.



Paravan unit
Casing Material Casted aluminium

Paint Yellow epoxy paint

Metals Not painted surfaces stainless

Windows Acrylic plastic

Max depth 300 meter

Dimensions Length 2700 mm Width 800 mm Height 2400 mm

Weight From 325 to 500 kg depending on options and system

Max operating speed 6 knots at 10 meter in depth.  1-2  knots at 100-200 meter in depth

Surface cable Steel wire 2 ton with cables inside the wire

Shock resistance 1 meter drop free fall on  a cement floor with 2x 50 mm wood planks on top

Laser View active camera unit
Laser model Nd-Yag laser with doubler to 532 nm, diode pumped

Laser safety class 3R at short distance and class 2 at longer range

Camera Image intensifier with high green light sensitivity

CCD camera Super VHS resolution PAL / NTSC

Field of view Zoom from 30 to 6 degree FOV. Electrical control

Range 2 meter to 100 meter depending on water quality

Visibility constant Range increase from factor 2-5 depending on water quality, application and

the way it is specified.

3D gating accuracy 30 cm / 1 nano sec to edges of illuminated zone

Geomapper laser radar unit
Laser model Yag laser 532 nm frequency doubled

Laser safety class Class 3B at short range and class 1 at long range and when the scanner is

activated. Extra special security system for avoiding accidents. Diver eye

protection features.

Scanned area 45 degree one axis  90 degree to the chassis

Max range 25 meter depending on water quality

Penetration Scanner can measure through the particle barrier and how much depends on

many factors. In best case we can get twice the visible range

Speed 3D coordinates 1000 Hz to 5000 Hz depending on requirements and used

components

Accuracy 3 D pointer 5 mm at short range and 50-100 mm at 25 meter in distance

Operators interface Screens at surface 3 x 10,4 inch  TFT screens

Video storage in HD units beside the PC system

Ortho camera units and navigation camera units
Ortho cameras 1 down looking camera 90 degree to chassis

1 left looking camera 90 degree left

1 right looking camera 90 degree right

3 Ortho cameras All are orientated in a coordinate system

All are orthogonally adjusted to Laser View camera and Ladar unit in fixed and

known angles

Camera type CCD HAD cameras with blue green sensitivity

Camera sensitivity 0,005 Lux sensitivity in black and white

Camera style Black White camera with Super VHS resolution  480 Kilo-Pix resolution

Optics Fixed optics giving 45 degree FOV



Laser Dolphin
Paravan camera and mapper

Front Sonar system
Front looking sonar Ultrasonic sonar design

Scanned area 90 degree from vertical down to horizontal front

Rep rate i scan over 90 degree per sec

Vertical range 75 meter

Horizontal range 150 meter

Resolution at far end 1 meter per pixels

Detectable objects Far end 25  cm in diameter and 50 x 50 mm if square

Operators interface Screen at surface. Video recording

INS gyro and navigation Unit
Technology Micro mechanical INS system

Heading +- 0,1 degree in resolution and +- 0,5 degree in absolute global coordinates

Update rate 20 Hz full range and 200 Hz smaller deviations

Angular resolution +- 0.1 degree

Surface to Laser Dolphin  Positioning unit
Accuracy level 1 Range 1 meter to 2 times the sighting depth  accuracy is +- 10 cm

Speed Values are updated at 25 Hz

Accuracy level 2 Range from 1 meter  to 300 meter in depth , accuracy is typically 1-2 % of depth

/ distance from surface vessel bottom to Laser Dolphin chassis.

Speed Values are updated at 25 Hz

DGPS global positioning unit
DGPS solution DGPS solution operating in most global areas

Position accuracy Global accuracy in absolute values, Stockholm area 0,6-0,8 meter, Equator areas

0,2 meter

Update speed 20 Hz filtered and 2 Hz full update

CPU / Control unit

PC system Operators panel and main controls by a PC in Windows environment. 20 inch screens

Control panel Major hard ware controls by a special operators panel

Ortho camera interface 3 pcs 10,4 inch TFT screen

Sonar interface 1 pcs 10,4 inch TFT screen
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